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 The North Carolina Zoo is open every day, weather permitting, 
except on Christmas Day and Thanksgiving Day. Winter admis-
sion hours begin November 1 and extend from 9 a.m. through  
3 p.m. Summer admission hours begin April 1 and extend from 
9 a.m. until 4 p.m.    

Alive is published quarterly by the North Carolina Zoo Society, the 
private, 501(c)3 non-profit that raises funds and engenders public 
support for the North Carolina Zoo. Issue No.103, Winter 2021. Copy-
right © by the North Carolina Zoo Society. All rights reserved.

Financial information about the NC Zoo Society and 
a copy of its license are available from the Charitable 
Solicitation Licensing Section at 888-830-4989.  
The license is not an endorsement by the State.

FPO/FSC 

This ISSUE

Please go to nczoo.com to purchase any items listed in the Alive magazine 
or to make a donation to the Zoo Society. If you have questions, or need help, 
please give us a call at 336-879-7273.
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Our world came to a screeching halt this past March 
when a widespread government shutdown closed 
the Zoo to guests. The closing was necessary to help 

stop the spread of COVID-19 and to keep our communities 
safe. Unfortunately, the closing also left the Zoo—like so 
many other institutions and businesses—suddenly deprived 
of patrons and unable to generate revenue. 

In response, the Zoo had to become increasingly careful 
about every expenditure, because despite its revenue losses, it 
had to continue to care for its animals. Their lives depended 
on having expert zookeeper staff on site daily to feed them, 
ensure their well-being and health, and keep their homes 
safe and clean.  

While we knew that the care we provided our animals 
could not waver, we also knew that we had to cut costs. For 
the near future, we would have to peer through a high-
ly-focused, mission-critical lens when evaluating potential 
purchases. Only the highest priority items could be bought.

Funding Enrichment During Tough  
Financial Times
The quality of life that the Zoo’s animals experience is 
tightly bound to the environmental enrichment opportu-
nities provided by our zookeepers. The Association of Zoos 
& Aquariums defines “enrichment” as a dynamic process 
that adds variety and interest to an animal’s environment. 
Enrichment provides opportunities for an animal to engage 
in activities that align with its behavioral biology, natural 
history, and personal history. In other words, enrichment 
happens when zookeepers add, subtract, and shuffle ele-
ments in and around an animal’s habitat. These changes give 
the animals species-appropriate options for staying engaged, 
interested, and active throughout the day.

In a nutshell, keepers provide enrichment by regularly 
modifying an animal’s environment in ways that encourage 
it to engage in a variety of natural behaviors. The modifi-
cations present regularly changing options to the animal, 

Showering Our Animals With Love 
During the COVID-19 Pandemic
Halina Walsh, Curator of Behavioral Management

Zoo rhinos enjoy bathing and 
wallowing in a delightful shower 
courtesy of a Zoo friend who 
donated an overhead sprinkler.
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allowing it to make choices about how it spends its time 
today or what it does tomorrow.  

For example, because otters naturally spend a lot of time 
in water, our zookeepers keep our North American River 
Otters interested in water-play by switching out the devices 
the animals can romp with every day. The changes keep the 
otters engaged, curious, and busy.  

Giraffes, on the other hand, need different enrichment 
opportunities. In the wild, they spend their days stretching 
skyward, using their 18-inch long tongues to delicately pull 
leaves off the upper branches of trees. So, our zookeepers 
draw out this behavior by stuffing browse inside various 
puzzle feeders and hanging them high so that the giraffes can 
stretch and use their long tongues to extract the hay or leaves.  

Sometimes, enrichment helps get our animals moving 
by encouraging them to climb, swing, dig, swim, dive, fly, 
forage, or hunt. Other times, enrichment encourages them 
to take it easy by basking, grooming, bathing, wallowing, or 
preening. Enrichment provides animals with ways to build 
nests, find shelter, explore their habitats, and use all of their 
senses. Enrichment is integral to providing the best welfare 
possible to our animals.

Tightening Belts and Bells
When the Zoo closed its doors to guests, the financial losses 
made it necessary to critically examine every potential pur-
chase. First and foremost, the Zoo had to meet its animals’ 
basic needs for food, water, shelter, clean habitats, and veter-

inary services. Consequently, we knew that we would have 
to postpone purchasing many of our enrichment program’s 
“fun” items—like foraging balls or pill-shaped floats—until 
the Zoo’s financial situation began to normalize. 

To address these losses, the Zoo’s Behavioral Resource 
Team—the group of dedicated and passionate zookeepers 
who provide resources and continued learning opportunities 
to the zookeeper staff—brainstormed budget-friendly ways to 
acquire enrichment resources. One suggestion that emerged 
from these conversations was to set up an Amazon Wishlist® 
to let potential donors know what the keepers needed for 
their enrichment programs. This allowed the team to work 
with the Zoo Society to create and maintain this list.

To make their wish list, zookeepers compiled a master 
database of the most desirable enrichment items for all kinds 
of critters—both great and small—living at the Zoo. Some 
zookeepers even included different types of supplies and tools 
that would allow them to make DIY enrichment devices. 
Once posted on Amazon, the list let donors shop for and 
donate items to please their favorite furry, feathered, or scaly 
friends.

Since its launch, the Amazon Wishlist has been incredibly 
successful! Thanks to our Zoo and Society friends, hundreds 
of items have been donated and are enriching the lives of so 
many of our animals. It warms our hearts to know how many 
people care enough about the Zoo and its animals to provide 
this much support even during these stressful and challeng-
ing financial times.
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How Thankful You Have Made Us!
We want our Zoo and Society friends to understand how 
grateful the zookeepers and our animals are for these 
gifts. For example, Zookeeper Dana Strickland takes care 
of critically endangered Puerto Rican Crested Toads, a 
species that the Zoo raises for an ongoing reintroduction 
program. Her team asked for some manufactured hiding 
and climbing structures that are well suited for these 
toads. In no time, some thoughtful donors granted this 
wish!

The toads spend their daylight hours sleeping in the 
cozy spots offered by this new “furniture,” and at night, 
they come out and come alive! They climb up and all over 
the furniture’s tiered terraces in the darkness, putting on 
quite a show for the video camera watching them from 
inside their habitat.

This gift especially touched Ms. Strickland. She wrote, 
“I would like to thank these donors for wanting to give a 
gift to a toad! These small, brown, not-so-fuzzy animals 
are often overlooked and under-appreciated. The toads 
serve an essential purpose here at the Zoo. We are raising 
them to help increase the wild population of Puerto Rican 
Crested Toads. We want to help ensure the survival of 
their species.”

Our Polar Bears, Nikita and Anana, have received lots 
of love from this program. “We feel very fortunate to have 
people who would take the time to purchase items for our 
animals. This year a lot of things have felt uncertain, and 
it is wonderful to see people respond so positively to our 
Zoo and to stay interested in our animals despite all that 
is going on in the world!” remarks Rocky Coast zookeeper 
Nicole Hauch. 

One of Nikita and Anana’s favorite gifts is their cher-
ished Jolly eggs®. Nikita has been seen lying on his back 
and spinning the egg with his paws. He has spent hours in 
the pool, diving after his new affection. Typically, Nikita 
is very destructive with his enrichment items. What else 
can we expect from a 1,200-pound Polar Bear? But, he is 
surprisingly gentle with his Jolly egg!  Zookeepers suspect 
he must want to preserve it for more hours of enjoyment.  

Anana pounces on her Jolly egg, something Polar Bears 
do naturally on the sea ice while hunting seals. So, this 
enrichment device was very effective at eliciting various 
natural behaviors from our beloved Polar Bears!

More Fun Feeding
Countless normal foraging activities have appeared now 
that so many of our animals have received enrichment 
items that let them eat more naturally. Now our animals 
have access to slow-release feeders and Kongs®, skewers 
dressed with fruit kabobs, hay-ball puzzle feeders, and 
supplies that our zookeepers use to build feeders and play 
items like frisbees.                  CONTINUES >>>
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Twisting and Pouncing  Some 
items, like the Hol-ee Rollers, 
serve different functions for dif-
ferent animals. They make perfect 
forage feeders for Ziggy, our Black 
Vulture, who naturally scavenges 
in cavities. The rollers also offer 
Luna, our Red-legged Seriema, 
an outlet to express her impulse 
to slam and subdue prey as she 
would in the wild. She slams and 
pounces on her Hol-ee rollers 
instead. She can’t resist the urge!  

For our snakes, the rollers provide an excellent tunneling system 
to slither through. The Hol-ee Rollers’ vanilla-like aroma set off their 
tongue-flicking behavior, inspiring them to smell their surroundings.    

Chewing and Sniffing  Our voracious chewers have received fan-
tastic chewing outlets, such as yucca chips for our parrots and lava 
blocks for our rodents. Gifts to please our animals’ olfactory senses—
perfumes, spices, and extracts—have enriched the noses of felines, 
bears, and other creatures. And lots of ears have been perked and 
entertained by the crinkle tunnels given to the Sand Cats, the mobiles 
made with toy pots and pans given to our Giraffes, and the stain-
less-steel bells delivered to our birds.  

Touching and Tasting  Many species have enjoyed the changing 
and exciting textures provided by Playsand®, peat moss, scratching 
boards, and sprinklers. Donations of flute cake pans and various 
molds allow zookeepers to make inventive shapes for the animals’ ice 
treats. Also, supplies such as PVC parts, nuts and bolts, socket sets, 
and hole saw kits have given zookeepers the wherewithal to create a 
plethora of enrichment devices for their animals. These are just a few 
examples of how the Amazon Wishlist is enriching our animals’ lives.
 

To all of our current and future donors, we want to thank you! The 
zookeeper staff at the North Carolina Zoo works incredibly hard 

to provide opportunities for the animals in their care. Your donations 
have made it possible to keep this program going during a crisis that 
no one could have predicted.  

Over time, all of our animals’ enrichment devices eventually wear 
out. And, our zookeepers are always thinking of new ideas to encour-
age natural behaviors from our animals. The success of our Amazon 
Wishlist has made it possible to keep pace with our animals’ behav-
ioral needs and to maintain our fantastic animal welfare programs.

Next time you visit the Zoo, be on the lookout for animals engag-
ing in natural behaviors with their enrichment devices—maybe you 
will even see an animal playing with a gift from you!  

To view our most current Amazon North Carolina Zoo Enrich-
ment Wishlist, please visit nczoo.com and click on the Amazon Wish 
List button at the home page’s bottom. While you are there, scroll 
down to see videos of some of the animals enjoying their enrichment 
time.



No doubt about it. This year has been a monster. All of us have suffered losses—of income, time, 
companionship, and, too often, of loved ones. We have had to change our customs, daily habits, 
and even how we communicate with our friends and colleagues. Nothing feels quite as safe or  

as reliable as it did just a year ago.
 Yet—throughout this upheaval—you have kept the Zoo and its animals in your heart. We have been 
humbled by the number of you who have responded to the Zoo’s financial losses by donating—often  
for the first time—to support the Zoo’s most pressing needs.
 Some of these gifts have been most generous, and we are so grateful for them. Many of these gifts 
have been small, too, suggesting a level of sacrifice from the giver. We are thankful for, and touched by, 
every one of these donations.
 The Zoo and the Zoo Society—like you—still have a long way to go before recovering from our losses. 
But, finally, we are seeing signs of hope peeking over the horizon. Guests are returning to the Zoo and 
are more eager than ever to walk around the Park and enjoy the company of our animals. The Zoo’s  
educators have found ways to reach greater numbers of children by broadcasting lessons to millions  
of viewers around the state and the world. Even the Zoo’s conservation staff has continued to protect 
wildlife on other continents by sharing knowledge and resources with colleagues working in the field.
 We hope that the weeks that remain in this year will bring comfort and joy to your traditional  
celebrations. And, we hope that the New Year will usher in discoveries and opportunities that will help 
us all begin to heal. As you celebrate your traditions and look forward to a better future, please consider 
donating, no matter how small, to support the Zoo’s COVID-19 recovery and its most pressing needs.  

We will honor your gift by using it wisely and carefully to keep our animals, 
our guests, and your Zoo safe and accessible.

Thank You,

Cheryl Armstrong
Executive Director

You Make Us So Thankful 
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 Special Holiday Adoption  

This year, our special Holiday Adoption focuses on the Zoo’s 
Grizzly Bear and goes under the tagline “Jingle Bear Rock.”
     Our rocking jingle bear plush arrives with his own little 
jingle, a grizzly bear fact sheet, and a wish for a happy holiday 
season.  We will also include a note from you if you tell us 
what you have to say. We will mail the Jingle Bear Rock  
adoption packages on December 15.

 Limited Edition Zoo Society Christmas Ornament

The Zoo Society’s 2020 Christmas Ornament depicts two striking 
butterflies and pays tribute to the North Carolina Zoo’s efforts to 
protect butterflies and other insects. As part of its butterfly conser-
vation programs, the Zoo maintains a series of Monarch Way Stations 
around the Park to offer both food and safe resting spaces to Monarch 
Butterflies that pass over during their fall and spring migrations. This 
ornament, like so many of the Society’s previous decorations, was 
designed and handcrafted by North Carolina artist Chris Gabriel.
This exclusive ornament’s price is $29.95, including shipping.

A s the season approaches, consider celebrating with gifts 
available only through the North Carolina Zoo Society. 
The proceeds from these purchases support the Zoo’s 

important work and deliver a special invitation for families and 
friends to get outside and enjoy nature and the Zoo together. 
Purchase any of these products at nczoo.com or by calling the 
Zoo Society during regular business hours (336-879-7250).

Celebrate the Holidays with the North Carolina ZooCelebrate the Holidays with the North Carolina Zoo

 Give a Zoo Society Membership

Memberships provide 12 months of free access to the 
North Carolina Zoo and to North Carolina’s three 
state aquariums. Options are available for individuals, 
for duos, for families, and for grandparents and their 
grandchildren.
   Visit nczoo.com and click on “Join or Renew” under 
the membership option to buy a gift membership or to 
learn more about our membership levels and benefits.
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Extraordinary Experiences
Although we don’t know what the future will bring, the Zoo Society plans to  
continue offering guests opportunities to visit and meet with Zoo staff, and learn 
more about wildlife and conservation. At the time of this writing, we are currently 
ready to provide the following opportunities for the remainder of 2020 and for 
2021. All programs will be conducted using COVID-19 safety protocols, which 
include wearing masks and following stringent cleaning routines.

Please log in to nczoo.com and access the “Extraordinary Experiences” menu 
option to see our most current list of programs and to sign up for any of the avail-
able programs.  

 Hire A Ride and A Guide to Cruise Through the Zoo

Tour the Zoo from the comfort of a golf cart driven by one of the Zoo Society’s 
professional guides. Carts have room for up to four adult guests. Quoted prices are 
valid for a single-cart tour through July 2021. Additional carts can be added for a fee 
of $50 per cart.

Two-hour Tour:  $175 for members, $190 for non-members.

Three-hour Tour: $175 plus lunch fee for members, $190 plus lunch fee for 
non-members. Lunch fees varies with menu selections.

New 1.5-hour Winter Wonder Tour: December through February. Carts come 
equipped with blankets and hot cocoa and coffee.

Tours are available on non-holiday weekdays (Mondays - Fridays) only and depend 
on staff availability. To learn more or to arrange a tour, call Karen Powell (336-
879–7262) or Lisa Smith (336-879-7251). Please provide us with two-weeks’ notice 
to set up your tour.

Lunch and Learn with a Zoo Veterinarian or Zoo Curator

Visit nczoo.com and click on the “Extraordinary Experiences” menu option to sign 
up for a lunch encounter with a Zoo Veterinarian or Animal Curator.

What About VIP Tours and Camps?
The Zoo Society hopes to resume its behind-the-scenes programs and its 
Veterinary Camps in 2021. Unfortunately, at the time of this writing, we cannot 
provide a schedule for these events. Please visit nczoo.com to find a current listing 
of available programs.

Celebrate the Holidays with the North Carolina ZooCelebrate the Holidays with the North Carolina Zoo
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B 
   eginning in July of 2019, I spent a year watching 
     how the Zoo’s Blue Crowned Hanging Parrots 
interacted with the tropical vegetation growing in 

the RJR Forest Aviary. I recorded their actions (i.e., chewing 
flowers) and tried to determine what motivated their behav-
iors. My goal was to understand what drew the parrots to 
particular plants. Armed with that knowledge, our Horti-
culture team would be able to devise strategies for satisfying 
the parrots’ enrichment needs while minimizing the damage 
they inflicted on vegetation.

Observing the birds was not without its special challenges. 
Blue Crowned Hanging Parrots are energetic and active, 
making it both delightful and arduous to chase after them for 
12 months to bear witness to their escapades. I learned a lot 
from this experience, and now it’s my pleasure to share what 
it’s like working with these parrots from a horticultural per-
spective. The following story highlights some of my findings, 
and includes a few suggestions on how the Zoo can either 
accommodate or curb some of the birds’ more destructive 
behaviors.

The Situation 
Blue Crowned Hanging Parrots are not the only birds to 
cause mayhem among the Aviary’s plants, but many of their 
actions have earned them a greater share of our attention. 
First and foremost, these guys are voracious browsers. They 
begin each day at sunrise, weaving through the branches and 
exploring their habitat to search for food. As they ravage our 
fruits and flowers, these daily raids often seem like nothing 
more than vandalism, and their choices do not always sit well 
with the horticulture staff.

As a horticulturist, it is not easy to remain dispassionate 
while watching a flock of squeaky little birds chew up the 
most glamorous products of my labor. But as a naturalist, 
when I consider their behaviors from an ecological perspec-
tive, it does bring me a harmonious joy to see them blissfully 
indulging on my flowers. Adopting this attitude has helped 
me view the birds with more compassion, and I can accept 
that damages are an inevitable consequence of caring for 
plants growing inside an animal habitat.

Sharing the Blame 
Analyzing their behaviors has shown me that the birds are 
not entirely to blame for the damage they cause. The horti-
culture staff’s quest to make the Aviary beautiful has made 
us complicit in the damage. We have baited these tiny parrots 
into misbehaving.

How? We have entrapped them by packing their habitat 
with showy flowers glistening with nectar—a sweet balm 
explicitly concocted to attract pollinators. Although our 
zookeepers set out fresh bowls of nectar each day, the birds 
cannot resist the delicious natural sources. If you have ever 
picked a honeysuckle flower to draw out a few drops of 
nectar, it should be easy to understand why the Hanging  
Parrots—confirmed nectar eaters—succumb to this attrac-
tion as well.

Seeing the pleasure that the parrots derive from their 
encounters with the Aviary’s flowers makes it clear that we 
should never try to discourage them from satisfying their 
appetites. But, there are ways we can exercise some control 
over the damage they inflict.

Strategic Flower Arranging 
First, we need to identify which plants our nectar-eating 
birds find the most, and the least, enticing. Once we do, 
we can choose plants with big beautiful blossoms, but low 
parrot-appeal, such as Plumeria (Plumeria rubra) to plant 
front and center, where they will have their greatest aesthetic 
impact. Likewise, we can place the juiciest nectar-bearing 
plants where they will draw our birds into safe, open spaces, 
where guests can watch our Hanging Parrots and other nec-
tarivores load up with sugar.

To preserve the aesthetic quality of the aviary experience, 
we can create large patches of hardy nectar plants, like Lolli-
pop (Pachystachys lutea) that remain beautiful despite regular 
parrot visits. Lollipops keep their composure because their 
wispy white blooms emerge periodically from behind rows 
of sturdy, sunny yellow bracts (a.k.a., modified leaves). The 
bracts are showier than this species’ true flowers, and remain 
intact because the birds ignore them. The birds focus exclu-
sively on harvesting nectar from the plant’s actual reproduc-
tive organs and leave the rest of the foliage unscathed.

A Botanical Journey with  
Blue Crowned Hanging Parrots
Cody Britton, Grounds Keeper II

 Or “How Can Something So Darn Cute Make Such a Big Problem?”
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Confirming Causes 
Further evidence that nectar, not malice, persuades Hang-
ing Parrots to destroy flowers can be seen in the way they 
interact with Areca Palms (Dypsis lutescens). Just before 
their tiny flowers open, Areca Palms secrete nectar exter-
nally from their flower buds. At times, this nectar is so thick 
that it solidifies into tiny sugar crystals. Just as this nectar 
appears, Hanging Parrots begin flocking to this palm and 
gather among the inflorescence (a branching structure clus-
tered with flowers). They bring no harm to the flower buds 
but enthusiastically crawl all over the leaves licking up the 
free-flowing nectar. How adorable is that?

Like the palms, some gingers, including our Red Tower 
Ginger (Costus comosus), also excrete this extra-floral nectar, 
which positions them to fall victim to the parrot’s beak. They 
chew up the inflorescence (a dense cone of succulent bracts 
and flowers atop a tall stalk), with the intent of obtaining 
more sugar.

This ginger’s external nectar is useful for attracting armies 
of ants that move in and eat very well at the plant’s expense. 
The ants pay for their keep by warding off other insects that 
might otherwise harm the Costus flowers. Of course, these 

ants are outmatched when trying to fend off Blue Crowned 
Hanging Parrots.

There are a surprising number of flowers that these little 
parrots feed on, and certainly, their energetic nature requires 
all that sugar. Fond of sweets, they also take advantage of our 
tropical fruits. I’ve observed them gobbling fruits from our 
Myrtles, Guavas, Brazilian Grapes, and Palms. The speed 
and extent of their eating are astounding. We have yet to 
determine whether one of our Guava’s fruits are yellow or 
red when ripe because the birds begin their feast before the 
fruits have finished maturing. The pleasure (and impatience) 
the birds derive from the fruits has inspired the horticulture 
team to plant more fruit trees in the building and has our 
group looking for new varieties that will diversify the time 
and season that fruit is available to the birds in the Aviary.

The Elephant in the Room? 
Before I close, I need to address one burdensome fact about 
parrots. They all, including the Blue Crowned Hanging 
Parrots, chew a lot and for reasons other than eating. Parrots 
have an instinctual need to chew. They chew to explore their 
environment. And most importantly, they chew to trim their 
beaks, which never stop growing. So, keeping parrots means 
tolerating this instinctual behavior.

Their preferred resource for maintaining their beaks is 
wood, but on occasion and for reasons not always under-
stood, they may attack foliage as well. Fuzzy tillandsias, 
succulent orchids, and hairy fern fronds are all vulnerable to 
parrot attacks. The most notorious example of this kind of 
leaf damage was inflicted by the parrots before my employ-
ment. The incident ruined their reputation with the horticul-
ture staff. On that dreadful day, the birds descended on the 
Aviary’s Queen Sago and methodically chewed up the foliage 
along each of her fronds.

Sitting 
pretty—and 
hungry—on 

a Flaming 
Ginger
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Eventually, I witnessed a repeat of this mob behavior, but I am 
still unable to explain its cause. The whole flock attacked the cycad 
at once, so beak maintenance does not seem a likely explanation. I 
checked for insects. There were none. I pinched the leaves. No sap 
appeared.

Subsequently, I’ve considered the possibility that the Sago exuded 
some sugary xylem fluids over its leaflets, a process known as “gut-
tation.” Enticed by another sugar source, they may have bitten into 
the leaflets to extract all they could. Whatever the case may be, the 
situation is unusual. We continue to observe, and hypothesize but, 
at the end of the day, it is just as important to admit what you don’t 
know.

Sweet Conclusions 
After a year of following the flock, I have developed a deep sympa-
thy for our Blue Crowned Hanging Parrots. Although they are a 
rowdy bunch, any serious damage they inflict on the Aviary plants 
is infrequent and not permanent. Tattered leaves are a temporary 
setback, but these imperfections have stories to tell. The Queen Sago 
will flush out new leaves and erase all traces of the birds’ trans-
gression. And the true beauty of a blossom is its ephemeral nature. 
The Blue Crowned Hanging Parrots, with a beak full of guava, are 
simply enjoying the moment.

Dypsis lutescens habit

Pachystachys lutea

Red Ginger
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2020 Year in Review
So much has happened—and 

not happened—during the last 
several months that it is difficult 
to know what to cover and what 

to leave out in writing a summary of 
the Zoo’s achievements in 2020. What 
can be said, though, is that the Zoo’s 
response to COVID-19 has been both 
agile and professional.

The Zoo staff quickly adopted 
protocols that minimized the staff’s 
and the animals’ potential exposure to 
COVID-19. Once these systems were 
in place, the Zoo reorganized its way of 
doing business and found creative ways 
to pursue its missions while staying 
healthy in the middle of this global 
pandemic.

The results of their efforts have 
been amazing. Excellent leadership 
and support from the State of North 
Carolina strengthened the Zoo’s and 
the Zoo Society’s capacity to continue 
their work. Many loyal donors provided 
gifts, both large and small, to help ease 
some of the financial losses the Zoo 
and Zoo Society suffered.

So, despite the hardships and the 
isolation that we all felt in 2020, the 

Zoo has continued to remain a leader 
in animal care, wildlife conservation, 
science education, and recreation. The 
following paragraphs and photographs 
highlight just a few of the many accom-
plishments the Zoo achieved in 2020.

Animal Care and Well-being 

Thanks to the Zoo’s animal and veteri-
nary staff’s dedication, 2020 turned 

out to be a remarkable year for our 
animals. Among other achieve-
ments, the Zoo recorded many 
significant births and hatchings 
during the year.

Two Southern White Rhinos, 
Mguu and JoJo, were born in Jan-

uary and February, respectively. They 
are the third and fourth rhino calves 
born in the last four years, and their 
arrival pushed the size of the Zoo’s 
rhino herd to nine.

The Zoo also recorded two Hama-
dryas Baboon births, boosting its 
baboon population to 22 animals. Jodi 
Neely Wiley, Zoo Animal Management 
Supervisor, is the Program Leader for 
AZA’s (the Association of Zoos and 
Aquariums) Hamadryas Baboon Species  
Survival Plan. Sometime, probably late 
in 2021, the Zoo’s baboon troop will 
move into a new habitat. This habitat 
is currently under construction in the 
Africa section of the Zoo.

The Zoo also celebrated the birth of 
a Sand Cat kitten in late August. The 
Sand Cat habitat is located inside the 
Mangum Desert building in the North 

Red River Hog

Hamadryas BaboonsSouthern White Rhino Calf
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American section of the Zoo. The Zoo’s 
Vampire Bat colony, also housed in the 
Desert, gave birth to 5 new members, 
including a set of twins.

Two American Red Wolf litters 
arrived at the Zoo this year as well, 
adding a total of seven pups to our pop-
ulation. These pups and their parents 
live in an off-exhibit area at the Zoo. 
The American Red Wolf is among the 
rarest of the world’s remaining dog spe-
cies, with a total population below 300. 
Zoo guests can view a pair of  

Red Wolves living in the Zoo’s North 
American section. The North Carolina 
Zoo maintains the world’s second- 
largest remaining group of American 
Red Wolves, and Animal Management 
Supervisor Chris Lasher is the Program 
Leader for AZA’s American Red Wolf 
Species Survival Plan.

The Zoo also hatched two Yellow- 
rumped Cacique chicks in the RJR 

Forest Aviary and two Horned Puffin 
chicks in the Rocky Coast habitat in 
North America.

In other notable hatchings, 10 East-
ern Indigo Snakes hatched this year. 
The Eastern Indigo Snake is a critically 
endangered species, and 2020 marked 
the second consecutive year that the 
Zoo successfully bred this snake. Other 
hatchings included a Pygmy Spiny 
Tailed Skink and several hundred Curly 
Haired Tarantulas!

Not all of the Zoo’s important 
hatchings remained at the Zoo. During 
2020, the Zoo hatched and released 298 
Gopher Frogs into the North Carolina 
Sandhills. The North Carolina Zoo has 
released more than 1,000 Gopher Frogs 
in the state since 2016.

Conservation
The COVID-19 pandemic hit the Zoo’s 
conservation staff hard by preventing its 
researchers from leaving the country to 

continue their fieldwork in other parts 
of the world. Fortunately, though, these 
researchers were able to provide remote 
technical support and training to col-
leagues working in the field to protect 
rhinos in Namibia, gorillas in Nigeria, 
vultures in Tanzania, and elephants 
in Ivory Coast.  Zoo Research Curator 
Corinne Kendall, Ph.D., received a Sig-
nificant Achievement Award from AZA 

for her Southern Tanzania Vulture 
Monitoring and Conservation program.

In fulfilling part of its commitment 
to wildlife conservation, AZA manages 
28 SAFE (Saving Animals from  
 

Extinction) programs, which organize 
and implement intensive conservation 
plans for species and other taxonomic 
groups in particular need of protection. 
The North Carolina Zoo participates in 
10 of these programs. Zoo staff holds 
leadership roles in three of them: Asian 
Hornbills (Roger Sweeney), American 
Red Wolf (Chris Lasher), and African 
Vultures (Corrine Kendall).

Sand Cat Kitten

Yellow-rumped Caciques 

American Red Wolf Pups
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Education
The Zoo’s educators deserve special recog-
nition and admiration for their flexibility, 
innovation, and persistence in providing 
informative and popular educational 
programs throughout the year. When the 
pandemic took hold, these staff mem-
bers responded by quickly shedding their 
in-person, zoo-based educational presence 
to become accomplished broadcasting 

experts and virtual media stars.
In record time, the Zoo’s enthusiastic 

teachers created and began broadcasting 
60 different educational programs. Some 
programs were broadcast live; others were 
filmed and uploaded to be available at 
anytime online. (Visit www. nczoo.org/
education to learn more.)

The impact of these programs has been 
amazing. The Zoo’s Available Anytime 

programs have been viewed more than 
1 million times. Its Live programs were 
viewed over 1.2 million times. These  
programs have been seen in 59 North  
Carolina counties, more than 30 of the 
United States, and 15 different countries.
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Thank yous go out to the very generous donors who provided gifts of $1,000 or 
more to the Society, 7/1/20–9/30/20.

A THANK YOUS B

“REVIEW” PHOTO CREDITS:
p.13 Southern White Rhino Calf: Valerie Abbott

p.14 American Red Wolf Pups: Natalie LeDonne

p.14 Yellow-rumped Caciques: By Ricardo Sánchez - originally posted to Flickr as Paucarcillo, CC 
BY 2.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=8995905;

p.15 Eastern Indigo Snake:  By Unknown author - http://www.stewart.army.mil/dpw/fish/indigoaor-
longDIRK2.jpg, Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=13259589; 

p.15 Gopher Frog: J.D. Willson

Eastern Indigo Snake

Gopher Frog

Unfortunately, we do not have 
room to cover all of the Zoo’s 

accomplishments during 2020 or to 
thank all its deserving employees. 
From the volunteers who made face 
masks and edited closed caption 

transcripts for the education videos, 
to the customer service personnel who 
cleaned the park and welcomed our 
guests, and to all of the other workers 
who helped keep the Zoo running, we 
must say “thank you.”
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

EVENT DATES & TIMES:  December 5 and 6, and 12 and 13; 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.  
The event includes hot drinks and cookies, take and make crafts, themed photo ops with Santa  
(1 - 4 p.m.), and unlimited access to carousel rides and Treehouse Trek (weather permitting.)

HOW TO ATTEND:  Visit nczoo.org to make a reservation for the date and the time that you want to 
visit the Zoo to attend BELIEVE.  (Dates to attend BELIEVE are Dec. 5, 6, 12, and 13) On the day 
of your visit, purchase wristbands to attend BELIEVE when you arrive at the entry gate. BELIEVE 
tickets are $15 per person.

A COVID-Safe BELIEVE Returns to the Zoo this December

Don’t miss Secrets of the Zoo: North 
Carolina, now playing on Nat Geo Wild!


